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Web services are deployed using eXtensible Markup Language (XML), which is an independent language for easy transportation and storage. As an important transportation for data, Web services has become increasingly vulnerable to malicious attacks that could affect essential properties of information systems such as confidentiality, integrity, or availability. Like any other application that allows outside user submission data, Web services can be susceptible to code injection attacks, specifically XPath (XML Path Language) injection attacks. This kind of attack can cause serious damage to the database at the backend of Web services as well as the data within it. To cope with this attack, it is necessary to develop effective and efficient secure mechanism from various angles, outsider and insider. This thesis addresses both outsider and insider threats with respect to XPath injections in providing secure mechanism for XML database-centric Web services which yields the following significant contributions.

We propose the two level security approaches for the ultimate solution within XML database-centric Web services. The first approach focuses on preventing malicious XPath input within Web services application. In order to address issues of XPath injections, we propose a model-based validation (XIPS) for XPath injection attack prevention in Web service applications. The second approach focuses on preventing insider threat within XML database. In order to deal with insider threat, we propose a severity-aware trust-based access control model (XTrust) for malicious XPath code in XML database. A prototype of the solution and each approach was designed, implemented and evaluated using synthetic data through experimental research approach to evaluate its security performance. Evidently, result analysis proved that the two level security approaches solution able to provide overall protection for XML database centric Web services environment from outsider and insider threats with respect to XPath injections. Meanwhile, the first approach, XIPS provides alternative solution for Web service applications against malicious XPath input compared to the previous work and the second approach, XTrust provide more secure access control for XML database against malicious XPath code compared to the previous work. As a conclusion, the two
level security approaches solution improved security level in XML database-centric Web services.
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PENDEKATAN DUA TAHAP KESELAMATAN BAGI KESELAMATAN LAMAN SESAWANG PERKHIDMATAN BERTERASKAN PANGKALAN DATA XML TERHADAP SUINTIKAN XPATH
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Laman sesawang perkhidmatan dibangunkan menggunakan eXtensible Markup Language (XML) untuk memudahkan pengangkutan dan penyimpanan. Sebagai pengangkutan yang penting untuk data, laman sesawang perkhidmatan telah menjadi semakin terancam dan terdedah kepada serangan jahat yang boleh memberi kesan kepada ciri khas penting di dalam sistem maklumat seperti kadar kerahsiaan, integriti dan kadar ketersediaan. Laman sesawang perkhidmatan juga seperti aplikasi lain yang membenarkan pengguna luar untuk menghantar data, boleh terdedah kepada serangan suntikan kod, khususnya serangan suntikan XPATH (Bahasa Path XML). Serangan seperti ini boleh menyebabkan kerosakan yang serius kepada pangkalan data di sebalik laman sesawang perkhidmatan dan juga data di dalamnya. Untuk mengatasi serangan ini, adalah perlu untuk membangunkan mekanisma keselamatan yang efektif dan efisien dari segenap sudut, luaran dan dalaman. Tesis ini mengalamatkan kedua-dua ancaman luaran dan dalaman yang berkaitan dengan suntikan XPATH di dalam menyediakan mekanisma keselamatan untuk laman sesawang perkhidmatan berasaskan pangkalan data XML.

Kami menyarankan penyelesaian menggunakan pendekatan dua tahap keselamatan untuk penyelesaian yang muktamad di dalam laman sesawang perkhidmatan berasaskan pangkalan data XML. Pendekatan pertama menumpukan kepada pencegahan masukan data XPATH berniat jahat di dalam aplikasi laman sesawang perkhidmatan. Bagi menangani isu ini, kami mencadangkan validasi berasaskan model (XIPS) untuk mencegah serangan suntikan XPATH dalam aplikasi laman sesawang perkhidmatan.

Pendekatan kedua menumpukan kepada pencegahan serangan salahguna pengguna dalaman di dalam pangkalan data XML. Bagi menangani isu ini, kami mencadangkan model kawalan capaian berasaskan kepercayaan kesedaran-keterukan untuk serangan kod XPATH berniat jahat di dalam prosedur simpanan pangkalan data XML. Prototaip untuk cadangan penyelesaian dan setiap pendekatan telah direkabentuk, dilaksanakan dan
dinilai menggunakan data sintetik menerusi pendekatan penyelidikan bereksperimen untuk menilai pencapaian keselamatan setiap cadangan. Ternyata, analisis keputusan membuktikan penyelesaian menggunakan pendekatan dua tahap keselamatan berupaya menyediakan perlindungan kepada laman sesawang perkhidmatan berasaskan pangkalan data XML secara keseluruhannya daripada ancaman luaran dan dalaman yang berkaitan dengan suntikan XPath. Sementara itu, pendekatan pertama, XIPS menyediakan penyelesaian alternatif untuk aplikasi laman sesawang perkhidmatan terhadap masukan data XPath beraniat jahat berbanding penyelidikan terdahulu dan XTrust juga menyediakan kawalan capaian yang lebih selamat ke dalam pangkalan data XML daripada kod XPath beraniat jahat berbanding dengan penyelidikan yang terdahulu.

Sebagai kesimpulan, penyelesaian menggunakan pendekatan dua tahap keselamatan meningkatkan tahap keselamatan di dalam laman sesawang perkhidmatan berteraskan pangkalan data XML.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research Background

Modern web applications today are database-driven. Most web applications support features such as login, registration, online payment, money transfer and billing address. In order to access these features, the client must submit personal and confidential information such as one’s name, username, bank account number, social security number, password, credit card number, and address, which are stored in the database of the application. Attacks on these kinds of application cost not only losing credentials, but also misuse of them.

Data is a very critical asset in any organizations. Over the last few decades, it has become an organization’s most precious asset and everything an organization does involves using data in some way or other. It is important that partners and customers have access to the data. For that purpose, the data cannot simply be hidden behind a firewall because the partner and customer need to access the data for business transactions or data sharing as well. Therefore, employing secure mechanisms to protect data in a database system from being exposed to outsiders and misused by unauthorized users is vital.

Korth and Silberschatz (1997) stated that the Web is, in effect, a large distributed database, though with a query language and access mechanism quite different from those traditionally included in a database system. Almost all computer system applications have the database at its back-ends as the main information sources. This information is considered as an organization’s most important asset, and thus needs to be protected from rival companies or malicious attacks. Web services that are connected to the Internet expose the databases that lie at the backend to attacks. One needs to secure the databases in order to protect the information stored in them.

In this section, the motivations behind this research are highlighted. The discussion starts by explaining the Web services’ security issues which motivate the real need to prevent XPath injection attacks in Web service applications. Furthermore, the discussion on XML database security issues motivates the need to improve access control in database systems to prevent against insider misuse attacks in XML database stored-procedures. Overall, the motivation for this research is to provide secure mechanisms to increase the level of security in XML database-centric Web services.
1.1.1 XPath Injection Issues in Web Service Applications

A report by McKinsey indicates Web services as one of the most important trends in modern software development (McKinsey, 2008). However, the wide use and exposure of Web services results in any existing security vulnerability being most probably uncovered and exploited by hackers. In fact, XPath injection is one of the most frequent types of attacks in the web environment (Stuttard, 2007).

A recent report by Torrid Networks (2015) explains that their application security team encountered a few XPath injections during a recent engagement to audit an application for a large telecom provider, Telecom X-Factor. XPath injection added some interest to their assignment since the application was using XML to store data and used XPath to query the data (Torrid Networks, 2015).

These attacks take advantage of improperly coded applications to change queries sent to a database, enabling, for instance, access to critical data. If a website uses an XML (eXtensible Markup Language) document to store data and user input is included in an XPath query against that document, the user may be vulnerable to an XPath injection. Vulnerabilities allowing XPath injection attacks are particularly relevant in Web services (Antunes et al. 2009), as their exposure is high and they frequently use a data persistence solution based either in a traditional relational database or in a XML database. Currently major database vendors and several open source efforts provide XML databases, and typically, access to these types of databases uses XPath expressions. Therefore, the goal of XPath injection is to maliciously explore any existing vulnerabilities in XPath expressions used by an application to access an XML database.

There are two versions of XPath queries: which are Version 1.0 (released in 1999) and Version 2.0 (released in 2010). The XPath query can be altered to achieve authentication bypass, business logic bypass and extraction of arbitrary data from the XML database (Siddharth, 2012). Upon noticing XPath injection vulnerability in an XPath-based application, an attacker does not need to fully understand the structure of the application. In fact, the attacker can generate a data query template that can be used for Blind XPath Injection within a few injection attack attempts (Klein, 2004).

Among the issues that arise from XPath injection, the most serious of these is the lack of secured protection in Web service applications against Blind XPath Injection attacks. Therefore, our research proposed a preventive mechanism that employed model-based validation to prevent Blind XPath input in Web service applications.

1.1.2 Insider Misuse Issues in XML Database

A large quantity of information is presented in XML format on the web for easy transportation. Due to the increased use of XML databases over the web, the need to secure these databases has increased. In a multiuser system, where the information is being shared across users who have different permissions, the need to implement a
security model which gives controlled access to the authorized users is vital. XML access control was introduced to suit this purpose. XML access control is a security mechanism which restricts the access of the XML data to authorized users only. Many access control models and enforcement mechanisms have been proposed to prevent the unauthorized disclosure of XML data.

Different models for XML database access control have been proposed and developed. Access control systems for XML databases can be categorized into three core approaches: discretionary access control (DAC), mandatory access control (MAC) and role-based access control (RBAC) (Zhu et al., 2007). Most traditional access control models protect data from malicious activities of outside users but cannot protect the data from insiders (Chagarlamudi et al., 2009). Research has suggested that damage caused by insiders is more harmful than that of outsiders (Park et al., 2006).

Commonly, when there are reports on cybercrime against computer systems, the first thing that comes across the readers’ mind is that a hacker or attacker is involved. It is less likely that they will think the crime involves employees or insiders in the organization. In reality, however, employees or insiders often cause the most significant and costly security incidents. Research also suggested that damage caused by insiders is more harmful than that of outsiders (Richardson, 2011). Indeed, the fact that insiders are already within the organization often puts them in an ideal position to misuse a system if they intend to do so. The greater an individual’s knowledge of an organization’s internal resources, the greater the potential threat from that person. In fact, insiders are not interested in damaging systems or applications, but focus on obtaining critical information and accessing the internal level of resources for their personal advantage and gain.

Insider misuse can threaten personal data, national security, and economic prosperity. The 2008 CSI Computer Crime and Security Survey ranks insider abuse second only to viruses in terms of attack types experienced by respondents (Richardson, 2008). Furthermore, 87.1 percent of respondents said that 20 percent or less of their losses should be attributed to malicious insiders (Richardson, 2011). The damage is difficult to quantify, because it can extend far beyond the actual cost of the items stolen or corrupted.

In this research, we focus on mitigating malicious XPath code in XML database-stored procedures. Stored procedures are a part of a database that allows the programmer to set an extra abstraction level in the database. By using stored procedure a user can store its own function according to its needs (Wei, 2006). In stored procedures, a collection of XPath queries are included. As stored procedures could be coded by programmers, so too is this one of the causes of XPath injection attacks. XPath injection is one type of insider threat when it occurs in the stored procedure database level. This type of insider threat is a huge topic in data security and many methods have been proposed to identify and prevent misuse.
1.2 Problem Statement

Many Web services applications are used to distribute information from organizations to different users over a network. Most often, these applications that accept interactions from users, and perform some accesses to databases (DBs), are based on assumptions about legitimate input and legitimate code that are used to build XPath queries. These Web services applications are possibly vulnerable to XPath injection attacks (Vieira et al., 2009), which rely on some weak validation of the textual input that is somehow used to compose XPath queries. Attacker can maliciously crafted input, that contains XPath instructions or fragments of these, produces queries whose semantics is different from the one meant by the designers and may threaten the security policies of the underlying databases. Also, regardless of input validation, insiders may introduce malicious code in an application that, when triggered by some specific input, for example would violate designer’s intention regarding security and accesses.

Researchers have started to contribute in the area of XPath injection and its possible liabilities (Blasco, 2007; Jinghua and Sven, 2008; Mitropoulos 2009; Antunes et al., 2009; Shanmughaeneethi et al. 2011; Karumanchi and Aquicciarini 2015; Thome et al. 2015). Above all existing works in XPath injection; they focus on the solution for outsider threats without considering the insider threats caused by XPath injection.

The problem of insider threats is one of the most challenging to the organizations and research community since a long time. It is well proved that the damage done by insiders is more severe than that of external attackers (Shatnawi et al., 2011). Database at the backend of every Web services is vulnerable to insider threat (Farooqi & North, 2011). For that reason, researchers start to give attention to this area (Magklaras et al., 2006; Kandias et al., 2010; Farooqi & North, 2011; Greitzer et al., 2012; Brdiczka et al., 2012; Eldardiry et al., 2013; Legg et al., 2015; Hashem et al., 2015). Based on the previous works on insider threat, none concentrates on such threat in XML database stored procedure. Furthermore, above all existing works in insider threat, none of them consider on the XPath malicious code as their research issue.

Mitigating both insider and outsider are very important issue but yet, there are lack of researches provide the solution (Naidu, S., 2013). Only several researchers discussed and tackled both insider and outsider threats in their work (Nayak & Rao, 2014; Lindvall, J., & Rueda, D., 2014; Merlo et al., 2006). The problems of the existing works are none of them focus on the solution for XPath injections. Therefore, this research will consider both insider and outsider threats with respect to XPath injections. We come out with an effective way for securing the XML database from these threats by proposing two level security approaches solution. In this solution, we will combine the model based validation prevention system and severity-aware trust-based access control in order to improve the effectiveness and the efficiency of the propose approach compared to previous work by Shanmughaeneethi et al., (2011) which use schema-based validation. The implementation of two level security approaches solution should overcome the XPath injections and hence, introducing the XML database-centric Web service for better security.
1.3 Research Aim

The aim of this research is to provide a secure mechanism for XML database-centric Web services. It must not only be capable of protecting against malicious XPath input in Web services application, but also manage to protect against malicious XPath code in XML database.

1.4 Research Objectives

In order to achieve the aim of this research, several research objectives have been identified as follows:

i) To propose two level security approaches solution which consist both model–based validation and severity-aware trust-based access control for XML database-centric Web services.

ii) To design system architecture for two levels security approaches solution which consist both model–based validation and severity-aware trust-based access control for XML database-centric Web services.

iii) To design system architecture for intrusion prevention system which employs model-based validation for Web services application.

iv) To design system architecture for access control which employs severity-aware trust-based access control for XML database stored-procedure.

1.5 Research Scope

This research was conducted within the research scope as described below:

i) This research focuses on security and performance.

ii) The two level security approaches solution would focus on protecting XML database-centric Web services from both outsider and insider threats with respect to XPath injections.

i) The intrusion prevention system would focus on preventing Web services from malicious XPath input.

ii) The severity-aware trust-based access control would focus on protecting XML database stored-procedures from malicious XPath code.

1.6 Research Significance

The purpose of this research is to provide a secure mechanism for XML database-centric Web services from outsider and insider threats with respect to XPath injections. The aim of the research can be achieved by providing two level security approaches solution for
XML database Web services using model-based validation and severity-aware trust-based access control against malicious XPath input and malicious XPath code.

1.7 Thesis Structure

This thesis presents the general issues in database security, the specific issues in both XPath injections upon database-centric Web services. This chapter has introduced the basic concepts in database security as a platform for the understanding of the research. The following is the outline of the thesis.

- Chapter 2: A detailed review regarding the study and work that relates to this research is given. The review covers topics related to the research issues focusing on XPath injections in Web services and XML database systems.
- Chapter 3: We discussed the research methodology employed in this research in this chapter. We elaborated each stages consists in this chapter, Research Problem Identification, Experimental Research Planning, Conducting the Experiment, Data Analysis, Evaluation and Discussion and Report Writing.
- Chapter 4: The implementation of the two level security approaches solution, XIPS, and XTrust is given in this chapter. This chapter presents the system architecture and description of each module.
- Chapter 5: Experimental results and discussion for each experiment are discussed in this chapter.
- Chapter 6: The discussion on research contributions and conclusion of this thesis are given in this chapter. Recommendations and suggestions for future improvements are covered.
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